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Abstract: 

In this presentation, we will detail our attempts to use speech recognition (SR) software in the ESL classroom for the purposes of interview and speaking assessment. Currently, the most effective SR technology depends on modifying its program to suit your voice within certain parameters such as vocabulary size and regional dialects. Other SR technology on smartphones and Internet apps, require you to modify your grammar or copy a standard accent/dialect. While these have been found to be useful, they are not appropriate for our needs. We require SR technology to serve as an automated practice tool for interviews and not serve as a pronunciation judge. Many Japanese speakers of English have an acceptable level of pronunciation, however their accent prevents them from using SR software. Our goal is to modify current SR technology, so that perfectly understandable Japanese-accented speakers can use our VIS for practice and improving their interview skills.

1. Introduction

In this presentation, we will detail our attempts to use speech recognition (SR) software in the ESL classroom for the purposes of interview and speaking assessment. Steve Jobs was once quoted as saying that SR technology was not easy, and he remains correct. Currently, the most effective SR technology depends on modifying its program to suit your voice within certain parameters such as vocabulary size and regional dialects. Other SR technology on smartphones and Internet apps, require you to modify your grammar or copy a standard accent/dialect. While these have been found to be useful, they are not appropriate for our needs. In an earlier report [1], we detailed our creation of a virtual interviewing system (VIS) which records video and audio, and allows 40 or more students to be interviewed by a teacher simultaneously. Here we will focus on the SR component which will promote further automation of the system for practice and self-learning.

2. Motivation  

2.1 Student’s needs
Interviews are a fact of life. Whether you want to go to school or get a job, you will be confronted by an interview. Here in Japan, students will have English interviews at least twice a year, both within and outside their schools. While the inside interviews are necessary for their current grades, the outside interviews are done for language qualifications which have a greater effect on their futures. These language qualifications include tests such as EIKEN (STEP Test in Practical English Proficiency), TOEIC (Test of English for International Communication), and TOEFL (Test of English as a Foreign Language) which are generally used for university and job placement. Interviews are important, and the more you practice something, the better you get at it. But in large-sized classes, it is difficult for a teacher to do ample one-to-one practice with each student. A system incorporating SR would give students unlimited time to practice and would prepare them for, and help maximize, the valuable personalized time with the teacher.

2.2 VIS needs
The VIS was not meant to be a pronunciation teaching tool. Many Japanese people can communicate in English perfectly, but their accent prevents them from using everyday English SR technology. In fact this problem is not confined to Japanese students, it extends to all English speakers that have a different accent or dialect. We believe that accented English is not equal to mispronounced English. The VIS requires SR technology that does not commit the user to the perfect dialect. The Internet is filled with articles on how to use the SR technology contained within your smartphone, they usually tell you to modify your speaking, and to use modified grammar. Again, this is not suitable for interview training. Successful interviews depend on content, not grammar that machines can understand. Therefore, a system with SR technology which is flexible to understand groups with good but accented English is required. Currently, this does not exist for Japanese speakers of English.  

3. Our System and Goals
For our VIS we chose the SPHINX Speech Recognition Toolkit from Carnegie Mellon University (CMU), we did so for two reasons: 1] SPHINX is open source and flexible enough to meet our needs, and 2] researchers at CMU are supporting and working with us in our project. CMU SPHINX has several versions which rely mainly on C++ or the Java programming language. In its basic setup, it relies on 3 components for SR accuracy; these are an acoustic model, a phonetic dictionary, and a language model.

The acoustic model represents a variety of the English phoneme or basic unit of sound. Different from what’s written in a book, it allows for context, environment and actual sounds spoken and heard. The phonetic dictionary maps words based on their phonemes. In itself, this is not enough, as the English language contains many words that are similar in their phonemes but very different in their meaning. The language model is then brought in to accurately predict the actual word/words based on grammar and context. It incorporates a limited vocabulary, so that the software can match more effectively [2].

Through modification of existing code we hope to: 1] alter the phoneme parameters within an acceptable range promoting acceptable accented English over perfect English pronunciation (usually US Midwest), 2] modify words as needed and 3] create a database/corpus appropriate to the level of ESL student that we teach based on the language needed for tests and interviews that they are likely encounter before and just after graduation.

4. Goals & Preliminary Results

We have experimented on two different methods of analyzing speech to determine whether students are giving the correct answers to interview questions posed by the interviewer. The first method poses simple questions to an interviewee. The interviewer details a list of possible answers. Please have a look at example A:

Question: 					What is your name?
Possible answers for low-level students: 	My name is ___ / I am ___ / I’m ___ 

The SR software then analyzes the student’s replies for these possible key-word and short phrase answers. Given a set of 17 questions, with a native English speaker, the accuracy rate is about 70% based on the expected answers, but for a set of 80 non-native speakers there was very low accuracy, most subjects scored 0%, with the best speaker scoring just over 30%. 

Our second method requires students to read out full sentences, both the question and the answer. Please look at example B:

Question:	I love that Japanese song. Yes, me too, I want to buy the 
a] TV b] CD c] singer
Answer to be emitted: I love that Japanese song. Yes, me too, I want to buy the CD.

For non-native English speakers, the second method has been tested by 80 students with an accuracy rate of 53%.

We are currently building two language libraries based on a native speaker and a non-native speaker with high fluency. We hope that after building these, we can learn more indepthly how the system works and then start preparing libraries based on highly fluent non-native accented speakers. 

5.Conclusion

SR technology is at the forefront of today’s technology, and it can be effectively used in the ESL classroom. While some uses focus on the learning perfect pronunciation, and grammar that machines can understand, this falls outside the needs of our students. We require SR technology to serve as an automated practice tool for interviews and not serve as a pronunciation judge. Many Japanese speakers of English have an accptable level of pronunciation, however their accent prevents them from using SR software. Our goal is to modify current SR technology, so that perfectly understandable Japanese-accented speakers can use our VIS for practice and improving their interview skills.
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